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In this approach, input graphs of small tree-width and clique-width are denoted by terms over finite signatures. These terms reflect the corresponding hierarchical decompositions and monadic second-order sentences are translated into automata intended to run on them. For the case of clique-width, this translation is a straightforward extension of that for finite words. It is a bit more complicated in the case of tree-width ( [3] , [4] ).
In both cases, the practical use of these constructions faces the problem that the automata are huge. (The number of states is typically an h-iterated exponential where h is the quantifier alternation depth.) We present some tools (based on common work in progress with I. Durand, see [5] ) that help to overcome this difficulty, at least in some cases. First we use automata whose states are described in an appropriate syntax (and not listed) and whose transitions are computed only when needed (and not compiled in unmanageable tables). In particular, automata are not systematically determinized. They can take as input terms denoting graphs having a tree-width or clique-width that is not a priori bounded. Our second tool consists in attaching to each position of the input term a contextual information (computed by one or two preliminary top-down and/or bottom-up passes), that helps to reduce the size of the automata.
The automata approach to monadic second-order model-checking is flexible in that it is not problem specific. Another similar flexible one, based on games, is developed by Kneiss et al. in [11] .
The parsing problem consisting in checking that the tree-width or cliquewidth of a given graph is at most some given integer and in constructing a witnessing decomposition is also difficult ( [1] , [2] , [9] ), but we do not discuss it in this communication.
